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The National Music Therapy Research Unit (NaMTRU) was established at the then Faculty of Music, University of Melbourne in 1999 following the VII International Music-Medicine Conference co-sponsored by the Faculty of Music and the Faculty of Medicine.

The objectives of NaMTRU are to:
1. Promote research into all aspects of music therapy.
2. Provide a research milieu in which graduate students can be supported and inspired to conduct research studies in music therapy.
3. Provide a balance of scientific, theoretical, clinical, and musical dimensions in research studies.
4. Develop a strong national and international research identity in music therapy, through collaboration with national and international partners.
5. Actively seek research grants through government competitive schemes (such as ARC and NH&MRC) and other non-government schemes.
6. Disseminate research outcomes through national and international publications (refereed journals and books) and national and international conferences, seminars, and symposia.

THE ADVISORY BOARD

An Advisory Board comprising national and internationally renowned music therapy researchers, advise on research initiatives, co-supervise graduate research, and examine graduate theses.

The Advisory Board (2010) comprises:
- Prof. Denise Grocke (University of Melbourne, Director NaMTRU)
- Dr Katrina McFerran (University of Melbourne)
- Prof. Dr. Tony Wigram (University of Aalborg, Denmark)
- Prof. Cheryl Dileo (Temple University, Philadelphia, USA)
- Dr Sarah Wilson (University of Melbourne, Psychology Department)
- Dr Clare O’Callaghan (Honorary Research Fellow, Faculty of Music, University of Melbourne).
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NAMTRU STAFF

Professor Dr. Denise Grocke completed her music therapy qualifications at Michigan State University, and is a Registered Music Therapist (Board Certified) in the US and in Australia, and is a qualified practitioner in Guided Imagery and Music (FAMI in the USA, and RGIMT in Australia). She holds a Masters degree and PhD both from the University of Melbourne. She was President of the World Federation of Music Therapy (1999-2002) and served three terms as Chair of the Commission of Education, Training and Registration (1990-1999). Prof. Grocke co-founded the Australian Music Therapy Association (with Dr Ruth Bright) in 1975, and has held senior positions in AMTA over 30 years. She has practised as a music therapist with people who have mental illness (at Larundel Hospital 1971-1980), neurological disorders, and dementia, and she has a private practice in the Bonny Method of Guided Imagery and Music. Her research interests include the effect of music on altered states of consciousness, including Guided Imagery and Music (her PhD topic), and music therapy with people who have enduring mental illness. She has co-authored Receptive Music Therapy, co-edited 2 texts, authored 14 chapters in books and 50 articles on music therapy and Guided Imagery and Music.

http://vcam.unimelb.edu.au/music/staff/denisegrocke

Dr Katrina McFerran trained in music therapy at The University of Melbourne, then specialised in clinical work with young people in special education, palliative care, paediatrics, and community mental health. She completed her doctoral research on the topic of music therapy group work and adolescent bereavement, and was appointed to an academic position within the Faculty of Music in 2004. Dr McFerran has increasingly taken a leadership role in developing understandings of music therapy work with adolescents at an international level. She has a strong track record in research with this group, continuing to focus on the role of music in promoting resilience and facilitating coping, particularly in school settings. She has published in national and international refereed journals from a range of disciplines in order to increase understandings of the relationship between young people and music and to encourage awareness of the benefits of music therapy. Her first book, Adolescents, Music and Music Therapy was published in 2010.

http://vcam.unimelb.edu.au/music/staff/katrinamcferranskewes
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CURRENT RESEARCH PROJECTS

Prof Denise Grocke

Title: Songs for Life: Group Music Therapy for Serious Mental Illness (SMI) a Randomised Controlled Trial
Research Team: Prof. Dr D Grocke; Prof S Bloch; Prof D Castle
Funding: $230,761 Australian Research Council (ARC) Discovery Grant
Description: The study is a wait-list randomised controlled trial of people with severe and enduring mental illness. It investigates whether weekly group music therapy sessions over 12 weeks affects quality of life, social enhancement, self-esteem and spirituality. The music therapy intervention is song-writing, where participants contribute to the lyrics of the song and music elements including genre, style, melodic shape and form, and rehearse instrumental accompaniment in preparation for recording in professional studio. Qualitative data is collected from focus group interviews.
Status: Data collection underway.
Title: Resource-Oriented Music Therapy for Low Motivation Patients with Severe Mental Illness (Melbourne arm).
Research Team: Prof. D. Grocke, Dr L. Kader and Prof. C. Pantelis (Sunshine Hospital, Adult Mental Health Rehabilitation Unit) & Dr C. Gold (University of Bergen, Norway).
Funding: $15,000 Joint Award, Collaborative Research Initiative. Melbourne Research Office, University of Melbourne
Description: The study is a satellite component of a larger study designed at University of Bergen. It investigates whether 24 sessions of individual resource-oriented music therapy has an effect on symptoms of patients with low motivation. The primary measure is the Scale of Negative Symptoms. Other measures include global functioning and symptom status.
Status: Data collection and analysis is completed, and now in writing up phase.

Dr Katrina McFerran

Title: Everyone deserves music: Making a sustained contribution to the well-being of young Australians with Autism at Northern School for Autism
Research Team: Dr Katrina McFerran, Dr Denise Clark (Principal)
Funding: $9305 Knowledge Transfer Grant, The University of Melbourne
Description: An action research project using a consultative model to enhance whole-of-school experience using music in a sustained way.
Status: Design and preparation.
Title: Let Me Sing With You: Harnessing the full potential of music to improve the lives of young people with disabilities
Research Team: Dr Katrina McFerran, Grace Thompson
Funding: $19,116 Research Collaboration Grant, The University of Melbourne
Description: Single subject design using inductive video-analysis to investigate idiosyncratic communication strategies of the children with profound and multiple disabilities.
Status: Finalising data collection.

Title: Music Therapy with Young People in Schools: After the Black Saturday Fires
Research Team: Dr Katrina McFerran, Kate Teggelove, Joanne Rimmer, Freya Dalgleish
Funding: $9500 Rebuilding Communities through Music; $20,000 JBSeed Fund
Description: A community music therapy project in primary and secondary schools. Qualitative analysis of interviews from stage 1 used to inform development of evaluation process for stage 2.
Status: 1 publication under review. Data collection ongoing.

Title: Supporting families to support children with life threatening illness: A musical search for evidence
Research Team: Dr Katrina McFerran, Kathryn Lindenfelser, Dr Jenny Hyson (RCH)
Funding: $24,889, Collaborative Research Incentives Grant, The University of Melbourne
Description: A mixed methods study investigating the efficacy of music therapy for improving the quality of life for families who have a child with a life-threatening illness.
Status: Data collection complete. Analysis underway.

Title: Music for Health in Schools
Research Team: Dr Katrina McFerran, Kate Williams, Vicky Abad, Kate Teggelove, Lucy Bolger
Description: Longitudinal study of the efficacy of a consultative, collaborative model of music therapy for wellbeing in mainstream schools.
Status: Design. Seeking funding.

Title: Performances in Music Therapy: Considerations from Community Music Therapy Discourse for Australian Practice
Research Team: Dr Katrina McFerran, Dr Lucy O’Grady
Description: A grounded theory analysis of music therapists perceptions about the place and purpose of performances in music therapy.
Status: Analysis complete. Publication under review.

Title: Providing the evidence: Examining the impact of music therapy interventions in special education
Research Team: Dr Katrina McFerran; Dr Jennifer Stephenson (Macquarie University); St Paul’s School, Belmore School; Brunswick Special Development School
Funding: $13,177 internal Joint Project Grant, Melbourne Research Office, University of Melbourne. $12,527 ASSID Research Grant.
Description: An applied study that examines the effectiveness of music therapy as an intervention for children who have special needs using a single subject design.
Timeframe: 2005-2009
Status: Data analysis ongoing. Two publications to date.

Title: The child in relationship through music: Music therapy with the multiply disabled child
Research Team: Dr Katrina McFerran, Dr Helen Shoemark, Emily Shanahan
Funding: 
Description: Experts in infant communication were engaged in video analysis of a child with multiple disabilities in music therapy in order to identify new perspectives on the communicative strategies.
Status: Data analysis ongoing.

Title: Musical Relationships: Caring for Clients Across Services
Research Team: Dr Katrina McFerran; Emily Shanahan (St Paul’s School); Very Special Kids
Funding: $7500 Macquarie Bank Foundation
Description: A comparative video analysis of music therapy interventions used in diverse settings with same clients in order to determine level of similarity of service.
Status: Analysis complete. Publication under review.
RESEARCH STAFF PUBLICATIONS (2000-2010)

Books


Book Chapters


Refereed Journal Articles


Non-Refereed Publications


E-Publications (non-refereed)


Cochrane Reviews (published protocols)


CURRENT GRADUATE RESEARCH

PhDs

Tamplin, Jeanette (Supervisors: Prof. Denise Grocke; Dr Felicity Baker, Dr David Berlowitz)
The effect of singing training on respiratory and voice function for people with quadriplegia

The purpose of this research is to examine the effect of a group therapeutic singing intervention on the voice and respiratory function of people with quadriplegia. Twenty-four participants with chronic quadriplegia (C4-C7, ASIA A & B) were randomised into experimental and active control groups. Participants in the experimental group participated in singing training three times a week for 12 weeks. Participants in the control group participated in group music appreciation and relaxation for 12 weeks. Physiological tests (including respiratory function tests and EMG) and voice analysis were conducted pre, mid, immediately post, and 6 months after both interventions. Outcomes from these assessments, together with mood and quality of life questionnaires and interviews will be used to assess results.

Thompson, Stephanie (Supervisors: Prof. Denise Grocke & Prof. Cheryl Dileo)
The impact and effect of group music therapy on depression, anxiety, coping and quality of life in women with breast cancer: A mixed methods study

The purpose of this research is to examine the impact and effect of group music therapy on anxiety, depression, quality of life and coping in women with breast cancer. Twenty four women will be allocated to a group and will receive weekly group music therapy sessions over 6 weeks lasting, for 60 minutes. The six week program will be followed by a seventh session which will involve a focus group designed to determine the women's experience of music therapy. The data will be analysed both statistically and qualitatively using interpretative phenomenology.

Quinn, Loretta (Supervisor: Dr Bruce Barber & Prof. Denise Grocke)
Evaluation the therapeutic effects of music interventions on hospitalised people with dementia

The major aim of the present study is to determine whether the benefits attributed to music therapy practices (symptomatic improvements) in patient with dementia, are supported by empirical evidence derived from a battery of psychometric and observational measures employed in a randomized controlled trial. A second aim is to determine whether neurophysiological measures (EEG frequency, EEG-coherence, Auditory Evoked Potentials) and vascular activity (blood pressure), reflect central nervous system and autonomic changes that directly correlate with reductions in dementia-related symptoms.
Thompson, Grace (Supervisors: Dr Katrina McFerran, Prof. Tony Wigram)

**Music Therapy and children with autism. The effect of family centred music therapy on the social communication skills of preschool aged children with autism.**

This study is a mixed methods, wait-listed RCT with the child’s routine care acting as the control. 23 children and their parent (primary carer) are receiving 16 weeks of music therapy in the family home with the parent encouraged to continue the music therapy social communication strategies between visits.

O’Brien, Emma (Supervisors: Prof. Denise Grocke; Prof. Cheryl Dileo)

**The effect of songwriting on cancer patients’ quality of life, mood and distress: Preliminary results from a mixed methods randomized controlled trial.**

The purpose of this study is to provide robust evidence based practice for the role of songwriting in supportive care for cancer patients. This multi site randomized control trial (RCT) examines the effect of songwriting in music therapy using a specialized technique Guided Original Lyrics and Music, (GOLM), on cancer patients’ quality of life, mood, distress levels and satisfaction with their hospital stay.

Cheong-Clinch, Carmen (Supervisor: Dr Katrina McFerran)

**Musical diaries – An investigation of relationships between young people’s uses of music and their mental illness and well-being during a hospital admission.**

The purpose of this qualitative investigation is to examine the processes in which teenagers in a psychiatric facility engage with their music to manage their mental illness and promote their well-being. The grounded theory method of simultaneous data collection and analysis will explore and explain the various aspects of adolescent health in relation to these musical processes.

Bolger, Lucy. (Supervisor: Dr Katrina McFerran).

**Exploring how young people of culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds use music participation to discover and communicate what matters to them.**

This Action Research study will investigate the use, impact and implications of a participatory music therapy project to examine key issues for young people of culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) backgrounds. Results will provide insight into potential benefits of participatory music opportunities for CALD youth and their community, and how this relates to health and wellbeing factors, e.g., ownership, resilience, independence, sustainability and wellness.

Deam, Trish (supervisors: Dr Helen Shoemark, Prof Denise Grocke, Dr Dan Casalaz)

**Music therapy and premature infants. What effect does pulsed beat and melody have on the physiological and behavioural state of a 33-34 week old premature infant?**

This study is a within- subjects repeated measures counterbalanced design. Each premature infant in the NICU enrolled in the study will receive one of the three auditory stimuli per day in a random order. The duration of the total intervention period, including periods of observation will be 36 minutes per day over three consecutive days.

Kenner, Jason (Supervisor: Prof. Denise Grocke)

**Therapist self evaluation scores and patient outcomes in resource oriented music therapy - a comparison of principles and results.**

The research aims to compare self assessed evaluation of resource oriented music therapy principles used in sessions with the best and worst of patient outcome groups. Patient outcomes are measured using self-report and blind assessment, while session evaluations are self assessed ratings of principles measuring quantity and quality use.
COMPLETED STUDIES
(MASTERS AND PHD)

The list of completed studies is arranged by topic, and demonstrates the wide diversity of studies in music therapy at the University of Melbourne.

Pregnancy, Childbirth, and Infants

Shoemark, Helen (2008), PhD.
The markers of interplay between the music therapist and the medically fragile newborn infant

Significant events in the therapeutic process between infants and the music therapist were reviewed and discussed by expert reviewers and the therapist. The resultant rich descriptions of articulated and inferred behaviors were thematically analyzed. The interaction between fourteen infant behaviors and twenty therapist behaviors provided seven markers of interplay.

Natalia, Johanna (2005), Masters.
The influence of relaxation and music on the anxiety of pregnant women.

A randomised controlled trial of 60 women – 30 in experimental group who received music relaxation tapes for use 30 minutes per day at least 3 times per week. The control group had no music. Both groups had supportive group meetings. No statistically significant results were found on the STAI for anxiety, however pre-post qualitative descriptions of mood showed significant results.

The use of programmed music versus non-programmed and no music, during childbirth.

A controlled study of 114 first-time mothers. Group 1 received programmed music, group 2 non programmed music, and group 3 was the control condition (no music). No statistically significant results were found between groups on perception of pain; perceived satisfaction; or length of labour.

Music and physiotherapy: Evaluation of a program developed for caregivers of infants and toddlers with cystic fibrosis.

Caregivers of children with CF (and their children) were randomly assigned to two conditions: a specifically designed music CD of original songs, written to mirror physiotherapy routine, and a control condition (no music for 6 weeks, followed by unrestricted use of any music). The study ran over 12 weeks. “Enjoyment” and “perception of time” were assessed at commencement, at 6 weeks, and at the end. Enjoyment increased (stat. sig.), but there was no change in “perception of time”.

Calabro, Jacinta (2006), Masters.
Music Therapy for Infants with Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome.

A randomised controlled trial testing the effectiveness of sedative recorded music (SRM) and multi-modal stimulation (MMS) for infants with neonatal abstinence syndrome. The study hypothesized that infants in the experimental groups would have a shorter length of stay, less severe symptoms and better outcomes than infants in the control group (no music). There were no statistically significant results to demonstrate an effect for any of the interventions, but results indicate slight trends towards a reduction in crying and respiratory distress for infants in the experimental groups.

Disabilities

Using song-choices in music therapy to improve communication skills of adults with profound and multiple disabilities

Five females attended thirty minutes of three song-preference assessment sessions and ten song-choice intervention sessions. All five participants improved their communication skills by clearly indicating their choices and two of them developed clear choice-making skills such as alternating eye-gaze between a song-card and the researcher and picking up the song-card.

Relating improvisational music therapy to communication development: A case study approach with severely and multiply disabled children.

Ten children with multiple disabilities receiving MT for varying lengths of time, with different Registered Music Therapists were included in the study. Sessions were video-taped, and elements of intentional and pre-intentional communication were assessed. “Turn taking” and “playing and singing together” were identified as the most important forms of communication. Socio-linguistic theories were found to be limited in explaining MT interactions, and musical interactions need an ‘indigenous’ theory for grasping the meaning of musical communication.

Adolescents

Skewes, Katrina. (2001). PhD.
The experience of group music therapy for six bereaved adolescents.

The phenomenological study explored the experience of six bereaved adolescents over ten music therapy sessions, using song sharing (favourite CD with group discussion) and improvisation. The participants were interviewed and results showed that fun, freedom control and achievement were core experiences of MT. Improvisations allowed more self-expression than recorded songs. Forty-one group improvisations were analysed, and verified by independent raters. There were increasing levels of cohesion in the improvisations over time, reflected in rhythmic structure and group leadership roles.
Neurological Conditions

Preservation of acquired music performance skills in three cases of neuro-psychological impairment.
A case study design of three patients, (CVA, manic-depression, and schizophrenia). Descriptive quantitative measurements of mood, and musical elements in piano playing and improvisation were compared. The music improvisation showed identical changes in mood, rhythmic ability and melodic and harmonic flow to symptoms of the respective disorder.

The effects of live and taped music on the agitation and orientation levels of people experiencing posttraumatic amnesia (PTA).
A controlled study of 22 participants in PTA. There were three conditions repeated over 6 days (within subjects design): 1) live performance of preferred songs; 2) taped version of the preferred song; 3) no music. Changes in orientation were measured pre and post each session. Results showed orientation improved with music condition (p<0.001); and agitation decreased significantly with music (p<0.0001). No difference was found between live versus taped music however.

Moon, So-Young. (2008). PhD.
The effect of piano playing exercises on the rehabilitation of finger dexterity for stroke patients.
This study examined the effects of piano-playing music therapy on the motor coordination of stroke patients using the MIDI-based analysis to measure finger coordination. Within a modified controlled trial, twenty participants were assigned to either a music therapy treatment group or a control group. Half-hour individual music therapy sessions comprising various piano-playing techniques were conducted three days per week for four weeks, consisting of 12 sessions in total. The results between the groups in pre and post tests showed statistically significant improvements in timing consistency, velocity evenness, accuracy of key striking, and stability of synchronizing two-key striking. This indicates that piano-playing music therapy could be a viable intervention in rehabilitating motor coordination of chronic stroke patients.

The effect of piano exercises on the rehabilitation of right hand finger coordination for a patient with Traumatic Brain Injury.
The study was a single case design, with repeated measures. Hand co-ordination was compared pre-intervention and again after six weeks of piano rehabilitation exercises (3 times per week). Co-ordination improved significantly.

Psychiatry/Mental Illness

Exploring the relevance of music therapy for people with schizophrenia.
The study adopted a pre-post, mixed method design to investigate the impact of individualised music therapy on the recovery of three people hospitalised with chronic schizophrenia. Observational behavioural measures, self-reports and a standardised test were used to systematically record changes in motivation, engagement, communication, mood and affect as well as any value or meaning ascribed to music therapy by participants. Results indicate significant improvements in observed engagement during music therapy and in self-reported happiness and energy after sessions.

Group music therapy with substance dependent adults.
A phenomenological research method was used to explore the experience of group music therapy for substance dependent adults living in a Therapeutic Community. Eight substance dependent adults (four men and four women) participated in 10 group music therapy sessions that used improvisation and song sharing as the music therapy methods. The experience of group music therapy was described as intimate, honest, and an experience that brought the participants closer together through revealing the ‘real side,’ or authentic nature of each person in the group. Improvisation was experienced as an exposing group activity that broke down the defences of the participants, and stimulated productive, relationship-based dialogue.

Dementia

The effect of music and non-musical cues, musical history and experience and level of cognitive functioning on the song recall abilities of older adults who have some form of dementia.
The study compared two conditions (no control group). The first condition was cueing with words of the 1st line of well-known song; the second condition involved cueing with the melodic phrase. There was greater response to musical cueing (but not statistically significant).
Other themes were elicited for the other four groups of responses. Being self-awareness and self-expression; and, rarely, does “nothing” into a positive experience; can be associated with increased well-being.

Seven themes were that music therapy elicits affective experience: memories and imagery; transforms adversity into a positive experience; can be associated with increased well-being self-awareness and self-expression; and, rarely, does “nothing”. Other themes were elicited for the other four groups of responses.

O’Callaghan, Clare. (2001). PhD.
Music therapy’s relevance in a cancer hospital researched through a constructivist lens.
The study gathered questionnaire responses about the relevance of music therapy in the hospital from patients, staff, patient’s families, patients over-hearing MT sessions, and the author’s own reflexive journal. Data from the patient’s responses were coded, and themes emerged. Seven themes were that music therapy elicits affective responses; affirms social relationships; shifts attention away from cancer treatment; elicits memories and imagery; transforms adversity into a positive experience; can be associated with increased well-being self-awareness and self-expression; and, rarely, does “nothing”. Other themes were elicited for the other four groups of responses.
A grounded theory analysis of the descriptions of 7 music therapists and community musicians. The main results of this study posed a theory for understanding community music therapy practice within a framework of health-care as a continuum.

The relationship between music therapy in community settings and community musicians.

Guided Imagery and Music (GIM/BMGIM)


This study examined the effect of six Guided Music Imaging (GMI) sessions on Music Performance Anxiety (MPA). Participants were two male and three female musicians and singers. A mixed-method case study design utilizing pre-post test questionnaire scales and a semi-structured interview were employed to ascertain changes in MPA following the end of year performance exams.

Guided Imagery and Music (GIM/BMGIM)


Marr studied four client’s imagery experiences of one GIM music program “Grieving”. An analysis of the music elements paralleled shifts in imagery experience and identified those elements that were influential included: melodic shape; key changes; instrumentation; rhythmic features; and wide dynamic range.

An integrated profile of brain-wave activity and structural variability of music in the study of music and imagery experiences in vivo.

A physiological measures study (EEG). 27 subjects listened to a selection of music (Pierne’s Concertstucke for harp and orch.), and EEG tracings were overlaid on the spectrograph of the music. Greater EEG activity was found at moments of tension-release in the music, and during unexpected changes (e.g. the very soft cadenza).

A phenomenological study of pivotal moments in Guided Imagery and Music (GIM) therapy.

A study of seven participants and their GIM therapists, of pivotal moments in GIM. Emergent themes indicated pivotal moments were remembered in vivid detail; they were emotional experiences; they made an impact on the client’s life; and they often emerged after horrid and awful imagery experiences. Themes for the therapists included: sessions other than those identified by clients were considered pivotal; pivotal moments were emotional experiences for the therapist; they were remembered in vivid detail. The music that underpinned pivotal moments was analysed using a Structural Method of Music Analysis (SMMAt). Features included: a formal structure in which repetition was evident; predominantly slow in speed; tempos were consistent; predictability in melodic, harmonic and rhythmic elements, and dialogue between solo instruments and orchestra, or between groups of instruments, or in vocal parts..
Therapists Responses

The experience of music therapists working with children in coma.
A phenomenological study of five RMTs and their experiences of working with children in coma. Interview protocol analysis identified global themes including: feelings of inadequacy; being challenged; feelings of doubt; feelings of joy; gratification; inner conflict; staff impact; and pressure from child’s family.

The Personality Traits of Australian Music Therapists. 
A quantitative study using the NEW-PRI personality profile to determine personality traits of music therapists in Australia. High scores were found on the domains of neuroticism, openness to experience and agreeableness. Low scores were found on Conscientiousness (particularly Order and Self-discipline).

Daveson, Barbara (2006). PhD.
Client and therapist time experiences and descriptions in music therapy.
The research study investigated music therapists’ and clients’ experiences and descriptions of temporality within music therapy. The research was underscored by constructivist ontology and involved a four-staged methodology. All stages were completed for the music therapist data, and the first two were completed for the client data. The study resulted in the construction of an indigenous music therapy theory from the therapist data and a grounded descriptive statement from the client work that inform music therapy practice about how therapists and clients experience time in music therapy.

INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM OF MUSIC THERAPY RESEARCH

The Consortium of Music Therapy Research was established in 2008, instigated by Professor Tony Wigram (Aalborg University Denmark), and hosted by the University of Melbourne (through Prof Denise Grocke). The Consortium brought together various parties with whom Aalborg and Melbourne had established collaborations, dating back to 2002.

History:
The first collaboration was developed between Aalborg University (Denmark), University of Melbourne (Australia), and University of Witten-Herdecke (Germany) in 2002. The areas of activity in that collaboration were:
1. Evaluation of research proposals, supervision and examination of theses
2. Collaborative projects by clinical area
3. Research training and supervision

The second collaboration was established in 2007, comprising the University of Melbourne (Australia), Aalborg University (Denmark) and Temple University (USA). The areas of collaboration were more complex, but fell within the three major heading mentioned above.

The third collaboration, also formed in 2007 comprised Aalborg University (Denmark), University of Melbourne (Australia), University of Bergen (Grieg Academy of Music, Norway) and University of Queensland (Australia).

In 2008, The Norwegian Academy and Music (Oslo, Norway), the University of Jyvaskyla (Finland), the Catholic University Leuven (Belgium) and Anglia Ruskin University (Cambridge, UK) joined the existing collaborations to form the International Consortium of Nine Universities with Doctoral and Research Programs in Music Therapy. Collectively there are 27 music therapy academics and clinicians within these 9 Universities, all with PhD’s and all active in conducting research through their respective research centre and supervising higher degree research students. The Consortium agreement is in place for a period of five years (2008-2013) at which time membership and the continuation of activities will be negotiated between all Universities. The participating Universities and staff are:

Australia
University of Melbourne
Prof. Denise Grocke
Dr. Katrina McFerran
University of Queensland
Dr. Felicity Baker
Areas of Collaboration

There are three broad areas of collaboration that identify the aims and objectives of the Consortium. These are:

1. International benchmarking in the evaluation of proposals, ethical procedures, and the supervision and examination of theses
   - To develop high standards in research design and implementation through international benchmarking.
   - To discuss and promote the development of high standards in the supervision of post-graduate research.
   - Exchange and advise on ethical procedures.
   - Develop courses for supervisors, and an international network of specialist consultants and advisors within music therapy and related disciplines.
   - Serve as supervisors and/or examiners on dissertations and theses when appropriate, funded by the inviting institution.
   - It is proposed that where an Advisory Board exists, members from the partner universities are invited to sit on the advisory board of the other centres in order to contribute to the evaluation of proposals for Master’s and PhD level research in music therapy.

2. Collaborative projects
   - To disseminate literature reviews from masters and doctoral students to facilitate dissemination of information in specialised areas.
   - Develop and contribute to literature databases in specific clinical and research areas for the use of post graduate researchers in the nine research milieus.
   - Establish links through websites that will enable researchers in any one of the nine milieus to discuss their research with other researchers.
   - Collaborate on joint research projects, when possible.
   - Collaborate on applied clinical research projects at post graduate or post doctoral level.
   - Promote multi-centre research studies.
   - Develop themed research seminars and mini-conferences for the post graduate researchers and research staff in the nine research milieus, given available resources.
   - Develop research based discussion in online discussion forums and video conferencing.

3. Research teaching and supervision.
   - Exchange of information regarding current research methods, including evaluation tools used to analyse results.
   - Share information on research education issues (Masters and Doctoral level), and participate in discussions of common issues.
   - Establish a ‘meeting place’ for researchers and faculty at international congresses to promote discussion and exchange.
   - Exchange copies of dissertations and theses to the nine institutions (hard copies or electronic versions where appropriate).
   - To facilitate research students registered in the nine participating milieus to have access to attend research courses in music therapy where appropriate. This would be self-funded, and at the discretion of the institution at which the course is taking place.

The activities described above are at the discretion of each milieu, and conditional upon available funding.
Activities of the Consortium

The first PhD Supervisor’s course in Music Therapy was initiated by Professor Tony Wigram, hosted by Aalborg University and funded by the Danish Research Council in Denmark in 2005. The invited speaker at that event was Professor Vernon Trafford, who with co-author Dr. Shosh Leshem has recently published “Stepping Stones to Achieving your Doctorate.” Maidenhead: McGraw-Hill Education - Open University Press.

The Supervisor’s course focused on section 1 of the collaboration agreement, specifically the evaluation of proposals for PhD and Master’s-level research in music therapy, supervisor responsibilities, and the criteria for examination of the thesis/dissertation. (The term “dissertation is used in the USA and Australia for the PhD, whereas in Europe the term “thesis” is more commonly used).

The second PhD supervisor’s course in Music Therapy was again initiated by Professor Tony Wigram, hosted by Aalborg University, locally funded by the Danish Research Council, and held in Skagen, Denmark in 2008. The focus of this course was section 2 of the collaboration agreement, specifically ethical standards in music therapy research, and research design, including discussion of best-practice measures adopted in current research.

The first official meeting of the Consortium was held May 2009 in Skagen following the 6th Nordic Conference in Music Therapy, organised by Professor Tony Wigram with funding from the Faculty of Humanities Research School, Aalborg University and the Danish Research Council. The focus for this meeting was activities under section 3 of the Consortium agreement. Reports on current and previous applications to research funding bodies were presented and discussed in order to focus on effective ways of obtaining research grants. Current activities in each of the research centres of the Consortium were presented. Areas of common interest and expertise were identified and will lead to the development of new studies involving multi sites internationally.

The fourth meeting of the Consortium was hosted by the University of Melbourne in November 2009. At this meeting research needs for specific clinical areas were planned with a view to develop international multi-site trials, funded by the respective countries.

FURTHER INFORMATION

For information on NaMTRU and an electronic copy of this document:
www.vcam.unimelb.edu.au/musictherapy/namtru

For information about the Master’s in Music therapy degree:
www.vcam.unimelb.edu.au/graduate/phd

For information about the Master in Music research degree:
www.vcam.unimelb.edu.au/mmusresearch

For information on music therapy
www.austmta.org.au

NATIONAL MUSIC THERAPY RESEARCH UNIT

Melbourne Conservatorium of Music
The University of Melbourne

Parkville Campus
Gate 12, Royal Parade
Parkville Victoria 3052 Australia

Southbank Campus
234 St Kilda Road
Southbank Victoria 3006 Australia

CRICOS PROVIDER CODE: 00116K
www.vcam.unimelb.edu.au